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ABSTRACT14

The Collaboratory for the Study of Earthquake Predictability (CSEP) is an international15

effort to evaluate probabilistic earthquake forecasting models. CSEP provides the16

cyberinfrastructure and testing methods needed to evaluate earthquake forecasts. The17

most common way to represent a probabilistic earthquake forecast involves specifying18

the average rate of earthquakes within discrete spatial cells, subdivided into magnitude19

bins. Typically, the spatial component uses a single-resolution Cartesian grid with20

spatial cell dimensions of 0.1◦×0.1◦ in latitude and longitude, leading to 6.48 million21

spatial cells for the global testing region. However, the quantity of data (e. g. number22

of earthquakes) available to generate and test a forecast model is usually several orders23

of magnitude less than the millions of spatial cells, leading to a huge disparity in the24

number of earthquakes and the number of cells in the grid. In this study, we propose25

the Quadtree to create multi-resolution grids, locally adjusted mirroring the available26

data for forecast generation and testing, thus providing a data-driven resolution of27

forecasts. The Quadtree is a hierarchical tree-based data structure used in combination28

with the Mercator projection to generate spatial grids. It is easy to implement and29

has numerous scientific and technological applications. To facilitate its application to30

end-users, we integrated codes handling Quadtrees into pyCSEP, an open-source Python31

package containing tools for evaluating earthquake forecasts. Using a sample model, we32

demonstrate how forecast model generation can be improved significantly in terms of33

information gain if constrained on a multi-resolution grid instead of a high-resolution34

uniform grid. In addition, we demonstrate that multi-resolution Quadtree grids lead to35

reduced computational costs. Thus, we anitcipate that Quadtree grids will be useful for36

developing and evaluating earthquake forecasts.37
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INTRODUCTION38

Earthquake forecasts are an important ingredient of Probabilistic Seismic Hazard Anal-39

ysis (PSHA), describing the expected magnitude and spatio-temporal distribution of40

future earthquakes. In the last two decades, it has become a common practice to assess41

the reliability of forecast models through rigorous testing against independent, future42

data, referred to as prospective testing. The Collaboratory for the Study of Earthquake43

Predictability (CSEP) was established as an international collaboration that conducts44

experiments to prospectively evaluate earthquake forecast models, using a set of rules45

and metrics common to all competing models (Schorlemmer et al., 2007). CSEP Testing46

Centers were set up in California at the Southern California Earthquake Center (SCEC)47

Schorlemmer and Gerstenberger (2007), in Japan at the Earthquake Research Institute48

of the University of Tokyo (Tsuruoka et al., 2012), in New Zealand at GNS Science49

(Gerstenberger and Rhoades, 2010), and in Europe at ETH Zurich (Marzocchi et al.,50

2010).51

As the first step of an earthquake forecast experiment, CSEP characterizes a specific52

region as a testing region. This decision is mainly based on the purpose of the experiment53

but also constrained by the seismic activity and the seismic network coverage for the54

region (Schorlemmer et al., 2010). CSEP forecasts are expressed as Poisson rates for a55

forecasting period (usually 1 day, 3 months, or 5 years). The testing region is divided56

into spatial cells in longitude/latitude scale with a grid-spacing of 0.1◦× 0.1◦. The57

forecasts in these cells are further subdivided into rates within 0.1 magnitude units.58

Thus, a complete forecast is provided in the form of earthquake rates distributed over59

space-magnitude bins, called a grid-based forecast. To evaluate earthquake forecasts60

against observed data, an unambiguous procedure is specified on how these observations61

are going to be processed and used, referred to as an authoritative dataset within CSEP62

(Zechar et al., 2010b). The testing metrics are also based on a community consensus.63

An overview of the Poisson consistency testing metrics used to evaluate earthquakes64
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forecasts is available in Section CSEP overview.65

The standard 0.1◦×0.1◦ spatial resolution for grid-based forecasts lead to 7682 and66

6.48 million spatial cells for the Californian (Schorlemmer and Gerstenberger, 2007)67

and global testing regions (Strader et al., 2018), respectively. A single-resolution grid68

has been convenient in forecast experiments for the following reasons. (i) The 0.1◦69

cell dimension matches approximately the accuracy of earthquake locations, making70

smaller cells not useful (Bakun et al., 2011). (ii) They can be easily stored due to their71

regularity and can be easily used by others without complex format descriptions or72

difficult parsing. (iii) They are convenient in terms of programming as common libraries73

for managing this type of data are ubiquitous. (iv) The global grid perfectly aligns in this74

case with various regional grids, e. g. in California, New Zealand, and Italy, allowing75

global forecast models to be comparable regionally by simply masking the cell outside76

the local testing region.77

However, such grids also come with disadvantages: the single-resolution grid defined78

for the global experiment comes with 6.48 million spatial cells, which is further increased79

by the cell subdivision into magnitude bins to more than 200 million space-magnitude80

bins (Taroni et al., 2014; Bayona et al., 2021). This amount requires considerable81

computational resources for forecast model generation, processing, and storage. The82

efficiency of the forecast generation and evaluation process is of high importance,83

especially when dealing with 1-day forecasts that are generated and tested daily. A84

single Poisson consistency test of one forecast with 200 million space-magnitude bins85

can easily take up to several hours, depending on the computer used and the efficiency86

of the codes.87

The second disadvantage of single-resolution grids is that seismicity mostly occurs88

on major faults and plate boundaries, leading to a spatially heterogeneous, fractal89

distribution on both global and regional scales (Kagan, 2007), as shown in Figure S190

of the supplemental material to this article. The global distribution of earthquakes is91

inhomogeneous, and only a fraction of cells received any notable event. The smaller92
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magnitude events on regional scales also exhibit the same property. Figure 1(a) shows93

the number of recorded earthquakes in 0.1◦×0.1◦ spatial cells for the California testing94

region. To quantify the spatial distribution, Figure 1(b) shows the percentage of cells95

having zero, one, two, or more events per grid cells for the whole globe and California,96

based on 28465 M ≥ 5.15 earthquakes, covering the 37 years from 1976 to 2013 for the97

globe, and 25227 earthquakes with M ≥ 2.5 in the period between 2000 and 2015 for98

California, respectively. In the global grid all earthquakes are contained in less than 1%99

of cells leaving 99% of cells without any earthquake. Even on a regional scale, e. g. in100

California, 70% of the spatial cells are without any earthquake.101

This huge disparity in the number of earthquakes available in the catalogs and the102

number of cells indicate that such a high-resolution grid is unwarranted for generating103

forecast models. Generally, the statistical power of tests used to evaluate forecast models104

is directly related to the quantity of data available for testing (Bezeau and Graves, 2001).105

Thus, the extreme imbalance between the number of spatial cells and the quantity of106

earthquake data (low sample size) can result in a low statistical power of the applied107

tests (Button et al., 2013). Furthermore, empty cells during the training require special108

attention because during model evaluation the occurrence of a single event in a cell109

with a predicted zero rate would lead to an immediate rejection of the whole model110

(Schorlemmer and Gerstenberger, 2007). Therefore, to provide forecasts for areas111

without past earthquakes, forecast modelers need to either employ spatial seismicity112

smoothing kernels (Akinci et al., 2018; Helmstetter and Werner, 2014) or allocate a113

baseline forecast rate to the cells, referred to as water level (Bird and Kreemer, 2015;114

Kagan and Jackson, 2011; Bird et al., 2010). Using an adaptive grid resolution to reflect115

the available data for generating a forecast model can offer a better alternative to such116

decisions.117

Simply decreasing the resolution of the spatial grid by increasing the cell size118

everywhere would reduce the number of cells but would also lead to a loss of resolution119

in regions of high activity. Therefore, it is desirable to use a multi-resolution grid with120
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high resolution (small cells) in seismically active regions and low resolution (large cells)121

in regions with low to no seismicity. This saves computational resources that would122

otherwise be needed to analyze many spatial cells without earthquakes.123

Section CSEP overview provides a more detailed overview of previous and ongoing124

efforts carried out by CSEP. In Section Alternative spatial forecast descriptions, we125

discuss different possibilities for acquiring multi-resolution grids and then present our126

proposed approach. Section Model Testing and comparison shows the results and127

provides answers to potential questions regarding using multi-resolution grids in place128

of conventional grids.129

CSEP OVERVIEW130

CSEP accepts forecasts in a pre-defined grid format, upon which different statistical131

and mathematical testing procedures are performed for evaluation. The testing suite132

contains multiple tests to evaluate the different aspects of forecasts assuming a Poisson133

process, e. g. N-test, CL-test, S-test and M-test (Schorlemmer et al., 2007; Werner134

et al., 2011; Zechar et al., 2010a). The N-test measures the agreement of the total135

number of events between forecast and observation. The CL-test provides an overall136

measure of the consistency of the forecast’s spatial and magnitude distributions with137

observations. Because it simultaneously compares the spatial and magnitude distribution138

of the forecast, the CL test cannot evaluate the individual distributions. Therefore,139

two new tests have been introduced to evaluate the spatial and magnitude distributions140

separately, known as the S-test and the M-test, respectively (Zechar et al., 2010a). The141

performance of multiple models can be compared using the paired T-test and W-test142

based on information gain per earthquake (IGPE), which determine if the difference143

between the model scores is statistically significant (Rhoades et al., 2011).144

CSEP testing experiments have evolved over the years in terms of testing methods145

and software design (Gordon et al., 2015; Bayona et al., 2022). Recently, the software146

structure of CSEP has been redesigned from a monolithic code base to an object-oriented147
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and open-source framework in Python, known as pyCSEP (Savran et al., 2022a,b). It148

provides modules for accessing and processing earthquake catalogs, representation149

of forecasts, community-agreed statistical tests to evaluate earthquake forecasts, and150

routines for visualizing the results. To avoid the assumption of a Poisson process, a151

new type of experiments has been introduced that represents earthquake forecasts in152

the form of synthetic catalogs (Savran et al., 2020; Field et al., 2021). The generation153

of an exhaustive set of synthetic earthquake catalogs tends to provide coverage of the154

earthquake probabilities without assuming the independence of the different cells, but155

may or may not be able to cover the low-probability regions successfully.156

So far, almost all forecast experiments have used 0.1◦ × 0.1◦ grid cells despite157

the limitations mentioned previously. Here, we propose to define data-driven multi-158

resolution grids and use them as alternatives to the conventional spatial grids for forecast159

model development and evaluation, evolving the CSEP experiments to address the issues160

highlighted in Section Introduction.161

ALTERNATIVE SPATIAL FORECAST DESCRIPTIONS162

Multi-resolution and data-driven grids can be acquired through various techniques.163

However, the desired approach should satisfy a series of requirements:164

Fewer cells The grids should have considerably fewer cells than the corresponding165

classical CSEP grids for the same region.166

Simple The definition of grid cells should be simple and easy to understand.167

Ease of use The implementation of software codes using the new grid should be straight-168

forward and rely on standard libraries.169

Index Each cell in the grid should be unambiguously identifiable and can be indexed.170

Global coverage The grid should completely cover the global testing region and should171

have the ability to fully represent the regional testing areas.172
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Multi-resolution grid The grid should offer the flexibility to be assembled with higher173

resolution in regions with more data and lower resolution in regions with less data.174

CSEP test compatibility The grid must be compatible with CSEP tests already de-175

signed for evaluating forecasts described by conventional grids to offer seamless176

integration into CSEP experiments.177

Multi-resolution comparability Modelers will make different choices, resulting in178

grids with different resolutions at the same locations. Thus, the corresponding179

testing procedure needs to allow for comparative testing of two models even if the180

grids do not match.181

We explore different grid types with various advantages and disadvantages and,182

based on the aforementioned requirements, assess their suitability as a replacement for183

the classical CSEP grids. The fundamental requirements for a forecast grid to fulfill184

are fewer cells and multi-resolution grid. Furthermore, a grid must offer CSEP testing185

capability in order to be used for CSEP experiments in the first place. Once a grid186

comes with the multi-resolution grid property, it may lead to different model-dependent187

grids. Thus, the grid must fulfill the requirement of multi-resolution comparability for188

impartial and independent CSEP experiments. Of the competing grid types that satisfy189

these basic requirements, we shall favor the approach that satisfies most of the remaining190

properties.191

Simple grid with larger cells A Cartesian grid like the classical CSEP grid but with192

uniformly reduced resolution. In this case, latitude and longitude values are spaced193

uniformly, and codes can effectively handle cells by their center points. Therefore,194

such a grid is simple, easy to implement, and contains fewer cells. A globally195

lowered resolution will reduce the number of cells to a more meaningful number,196

given the amount of data available. However, testing in high-seismicity regions197

like Japan will suffer from the loss in precision. The classical CSEP regional198
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grids were already the result of balancing the resolution needs for high-seismicity199

and low-seismicity regions. Thus, a considerable resolution reduction will not be200

useful for regional experiments anymore. Consequently, this grid definition has201

the potential to match all requirements except for the multi-resolution grid and202

multi-resolution comparability requirements.203

Set of polygons A pre-defined set of polygons covering either the globe or a regional204

testing area such that small polygons are used in areas where high precision is205

warranted and large polygons in areas of sparse data. Such a set of polygons is206

computationally efficient similar to the Simple grid with larger cells but much207

more difficult to use due to possibly irregular polygons, thus not matching the208

ease of use requirement. Furthermore, due to its lacking flexibility in model-209

dependent resolutions, it does not match the multi-resolution grid and multi-210

resolution comparability requirements. Therefore, this type of grid is not suitable211

as a replacement.212

Hexagonal grid Representing a spherical shape using a hexagonal grid is done using213

the Goldberg polyhedron (Goldberg, 1937) that, like a soccer ball, consists of214

12 pentagons positioned at the center points of the dodecahedron face centers215

and a large number of hexagons, depending on the resolution of the grid. Such a216

grid can represent the global testing region by hexagons and pentagons, thereby217

matching the property of global coverage. The global coverage can be achieved218

using either smaller cells at high-resolution or bigger cells at a lower resolution219

like the simple grid with larger cells but does not provide the multi-resolution220

grid. Furthermore, the handling of hexagonal cells (including 12 pentagonal cells)221

is computationally expensive and does not match the requirements of simple and222

easy of use.223

Triangular grid The testing region can also be represented using a triangular grid,224

where each cell is an equilateral triangle. This type of grid is an icosahedron, the225
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Platonic solid with 20 equilateral triangular faces (Sadourny et al., 1968). The226

triangular grid has the ability to represent the global testing region and regional227

testing areas with triangles of equal areas, thereby fulfilling the property global228

coverage. It also offers the possibility to increase or decrease the resolution by229

replacing a triangle with its four embedded equilateral triangles. This matches230

the property of fewer cells, multi-resolution, and multi-resolution comparability.231

However, implementing a triangular grid for the global testing region is a chal-232

lenging task along with a difficult indexing procedure. Therefore, this approach233

does not match the simple, ease of use, and index requirements.234

Voronoi cells A grid based on Voronoi cells is the result of partitioning a plane into235

polygons or cells based on generating points on a plane in such a way that each236

cell contains exactly one generating point, and every point in each cell is closer to237

its generating point than to any other generating point (Aurenhammer, 1991). For238

Voronoi cells, a multi-resolution grid can be acquired by the density of generating239

data points, such as earthquake locations (Gordon et al., 2015). Thus, it can240

match the requirements of global coverage, fewer cells, and multi-resolution grid.241

However, the resolution depends on the chosen generating points, resulting in242

one point per cell, and thus the cells have irregular shapes depending on the input243

data. This approach does not offer the flexibility to change the resolution locally.244

Therefore, such a grid does not match the requirements ease of use, simple, and245

multi-resolution comparability.246

Coarse simple grid Another possible choice is the use of grid coarsening to alter247

the grid resolution. Grid coarsening means the combining of adjacent smaller248

cells, such as 0.1◦×0.1◦ cells, into a single bigger cell (Chen et al., 2012). The249

highest resolution grid before coarsening is called the fine grid, while the grid250

after coarsening is called the coarse grid. The data-driven coarsening can be251

applied to acquire a multi-resolution grid with fewer but larger cells. In this252
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approach, one first generates a fine grid with the highest resolution and then253

reduces the resolution wherever required. This choice of a grid can potentially be254

a solution because it is easy to understand, similar to the conventional Cartesian255

grid in terms of rectangular-shaped cells. It can also provide fewer cells, with256

the possibility of adjusting the resolution locally, thereby matching all but the257

multi-resolution comparability requirement. To achieve comparability across258

different grid resolutions, the grid creation process should be governed by a259

well-defined mechanism. There can be many alternative possibilities to combine260

adjacent smaller cells to lower the resolution. Thus, changes in grid resolution261

must be controlled by a transformation technique, i. e. a governing mechanism to262

determine which specific smaller cells should be combined into a single cell to263

get a lower-resolution (bigger) cell and vice versa.264

Quadtree grid The Quadtree is a tree-based hierarchy for dividing a region into four265

quadrants and then dividing all or some quadrants recursively into four quadrants266

again until a final grid is achieved, referred to as Quadtree grid (Samet, 1984).267

This approach can be used to create grids that are simple and offer ease of use268

and are CSEP test compatible. A data-driven recursive division of quadrants269

can be used to create a multi-resolution grid. It offers a simple and efficient270

procedure for organizing spatial cells in a specific order due to the tree-based271

hierarchical structure, thus providing a unique index to every cell. The Quadtree272

provides a well-defined strategy for handling the grid resolution by ensuring that273

an increase in the grid resolution can only be achieved by recursively dividing a274

cell into four (pre-defined) smaller cells. Similarly, it does not allow for random275

combinations of any cells to decrease the grid’s resolution. Instead, it defines the276

four specific cells that can be combined into a bigger cell. It also matches the277

multi-resolution comparability requirement by making the comparison of different278

grids convenient at any resolution. The pre-defined cells’ boundaries prevent279
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possible mishandling or unintended changes of the cells’ boundaries. However, it280

comes with disadvantages as well, i. e. it is unable to represent the global testing281

region beyond 85.05◦ north and south, thereby not matching the global coverage282

requirement. It matches the global coverage requirement for all practical purposes283

because there is no earthquake hazard in the regions very close to the poles. We284

can find Python-based open-source libraries which provide implementations of285

the Quadtree grid including the management of the tree-based hierarchy, indexing,286

and translating these indexes to longitude/latitude coordinates of cells. Given the287

fact that the CSEP software is also developed in Python, this can help to integrate288

the Quadtree grid with the CSEP software.289

Table S1 summarizes the advantages and disadvantages of aforementioned grid types.290

The Triangular grid and the Quadtree grid fulfill important requirements as compared291

to the other grid types. The Triangular grid offers an advantage over the Quadtree grid292

in terms of global coverage, while the Quadtree grid is matching the simple, index and293

easy to use requirements. The lack of coverage on poles by the Quadtree grid does294

not have any great impact on the CSEP global experiments, as only 0.1% of global295

seismicity occurs on the poles beyond the coverage of the Quadtree grid. Consequently,296

we select the Quadtree grid as the best alternative choice for representing grid based297

seismicity models.298

Quadtree spatial grid299

The Quadtree is a hierarchical tree structure in which each node is allowed to have either300

zero or four child nodes, hence the name. The starting node of the tree structure is301

referred to as the root node. Thus, we refer to the globe as the root node and the four302

quadrants as four child nodes called tiles. The Quadtree implementation for a global map303

requires a suitable projection, of which many are available, such as sinusoidal (Snyder,304

1987), Equirectangular (Snyder, 1997), Mercator (Snyder, 1987), Robinson (Robinson,305

1974). Of these, the Mercator projection has two main properties that make it a suitable306
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choice for its use with the Quadtree. It considers the Earth as a flat surface with north307

and south as straight up and down, respectively (cylindrical property). Furthermore, it308

preserves all curves that cross each other on Earth, therefore not changing the shapes of309

small objects (conformal property). A slight variant of the Mercator projection, known310

as Pseudo Mercator or Web Mercator projection, was adapted by Google Maps in 2005311

for a square representation of the global map (Battersby et al., 2014). It has become a312

standard that is followed by most online web-map service providers and applications for313

efficient display of maps, e. g. Mapbox, OpenStreetMap, and Microsoft’s Bing Maps.314

The Quadtree works in combination with Web Mercator projection to generate square315

tiles at different zoom levels to store and render global maps. In the Web Mercator316

projection, the polar regions beyond 85.05◦ north and south are excluded due to their317

large area inflation.318

The implementation of the Quadtree in combination with the Web Mercator projec-319

tion of the globe is shown in Figure 2. The root Quadtree tile is a square representing320

the whole globe, excluding the polar regions from 85.05◦ latitude north and south. The321

root tile has no Quadkey assigned to it. In the first step, the root tile is divided into322

four square subtiles, the NE, NW, SW, and SE regions. These tiles are indexed using323

numbers of the base-four system 0, 1, 2, and 3, respectively. These numbers are called324

the Quadkey of each tile. The dividing lines are the prime meridian and the Equator.325

Each of these four tiles can be further divided into four square subtiles. The Quadkeys326

of these subtiles are generated from the Quadkey of the parent tile by adding the relative327

Quadkey (0, 1, 2, or 3), e. g. the subtiles of tile 2 are 20, 21, 22, and 23. The number328

of times a tile is divided is called zoom level (L). Thus, the number of digits in the329

Quadkey represents the zoom level of the decomposition of the root tile. This way, the330

entire globe can recursively be divided into as many tiles as desired (Samet, 1984). This331

indexing process can go on for any number of zoom levels, providing a unique Quadkey332

for every potential subtile. After the desired decomposition is achieved, we refer to333

it as a Quadtree-based grid, and each tile is referred to as a spatial grid cell to remain334
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consistent with the naming convention of the CSEP experiments.335

The geographical distance between two meridians decreases towards the poles.336

Therefore, the area of the 0.1◦×0.1◦ cells from a single-resolution conventional CSEP337

grid decreases along latitude towards the poles. Although the size of the square-shaped338

Quadtree cells in the figure appears to be the same everywhere, the area decrease is339

pronounced due to the Mercator projection’s cylindrical property because each cell’s340

latitudinal dimension is also reduced towards the poles. This phenomenon is visualized341

in Figure S2, showing a single-resolution Quadtree grid at zoom level 3 (L = 3), which342

results in a total number of N = 4L = 64 cells, each cell indicating its area in units of343

106 km2.344

Quadtrees are already used in numerous fields of science and technology, such345

as image processing (Liu et al., 2017), computer vision (Chung et al., 2015), fluid346

dynamics (Panfilov et al., 2021), aerospace (Xue and Wei, 2021), and indexing of347

spatial databases (Hussain and Hassan, 2020). Here, for the first time, we propose its348

use in earthquake forecasting by representing the CSEP testing regions in the form349

of Quadtree grids. Quadtrees can be used to generate single-resolution grids like the350

conventional 0.1◦× 0.1◦ grids as well as multi-resolution data-driven grids. Single-351

resolution grids can be acquired by fixing the zoom level for each tile when generating352

the grid. Alternatively, the earthquake density can be applied to determine the grid-353

resolution locally introduced in Section Seismic density-based spatial grid.354

Seismic density-based spatial grid355

Here, we show how to generate a multi-resolution Quadtree grid constrained by the356

observed seismicity. To generate such a grid, firstly, we define a threshold for the357

maximum number of earthquakes allowed per cell, Nmax. If the earthquake count in358

a cell exceeds Nmax, then that cell is further divided into four sub-cells by locally359

increasing the zoom level by one step. The resulting four sub-cells receive their share360

of earthquakes depending on the locations of the earthquakes within the cell. This cell361
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division repeats until no cell contains more than Nmax earthquakes.362

The above-described single criterion Nmax might lead to a very high grid resolution363

in highly active and well-monitored seismic areas, leading to cell sizes becoming even364

smaller than the location error of earthquakes. To avoid such cases, one can introduce an365

additional criterion such as a minimum cell area or maximum zoom level (Lmax) allowed366

for a cell. In this study, we analyze different criteria to generate alternative single- and367

multi-resolution grids. For differentiation, we name all the grids based on the input368

criteria.369

Here, we demonstrate the use of a training earthquake catalog to create multi-370

resolution grids for the global and Japanese testing regions (Figure 3). Figure 3a and371

Figure 3b show grids generated using the global CMT catalog with 28465 M ≥ 5.15372

events recorded between 1976 and 2013. The two subdivision criteria, Nmax = 100 and373

Lmax = 11, have been selected for the grid shown in Figure 3a, named N100L11. This374

choice means that the cell division stops if zoom-level 11 is reached, even if some cells375

contain more than Nmax earthquakes. When a cell is divided into four sub-cells, some376

child cells may be empty if there is no earthquake located in those cells. However,377

the overall proportion of cells without earthquakes is much less as compared to the378

conventional 0.1◦×0.1◦ grid. The global grid N100L11 contains 922 cells, all of them379

with zoom levels smaller than 11. Thus, the Lmax = 11 criterion was not applied, as380

all grid cells contain fewer than 100 earthquakes. The grid shown in Figure 3b is381

generated by choosing Nmax = 10 and Lmax = 11 named N10L11. This grid contains382

8089 spatial cells, with 72 cells containing more than ten earthquakes. This implies383

that the cell division stopped in those 72 cells due to reaching the maximum allowed384

zoom level of Lmax = 11. Furthermore, out of the 28465 earthquakes in the selected385

global earthquake catalog, 28 events are located outside of the Quadtree limits, i. e.386

their latitude was beyond ±85.05◦. Therefore, these 28 events (< 0.1%) cannot be387

considered for generating and testing earthquake forecast models while working with388

Quadtree-based grids. Figure 3c and Figure 3d show the multi-resolution Quadtree grids389
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for the Japanese region using a regional Japan Meteorological Agency (JMA) catalog390

with 167073 M ≥ 1.0 earthquakes recorded between 2000 and 2007. The dense catalog391

offers the capability to generate high-resolution spatial grids, where the cell area can392

be as small as 1km2. The spatial grid at zoom level 14 leads to cells with a surface393

area from 1 to 2km2 for the Japanese testing region. Using the regional catalog with394

Nmax = 10 and Lmax = 14 leads to a multi-resolution grid with small cells difficult to395

visualize in the figure. Therefore, Figure 3c shows a spatial grid with Nmax = 1000 and396

Lmax = 14 (N1000L14) and Figure 3d shows a grid with Nmax = 400 and Lmax = 14397

(N400L14).398

Sample forecast model for a given Quadtree-based grid399

In this section, we demonstrate the use of the Quadtree multi-resolution grid to generate400

a simple earthquake forecast model. The model is based on the simple assumption401

that the past seismicity will be the predictor of future seismicity. Specifically, the402

model assumes that the earthquake rate observed in every cell during the training period403

remains constant, thereby preserving the spatial distribution of seismicity. This sample404

forecast is generated from the input catalog, in which the grid resoluton is adaptive405

and the past earthquake rate is assumed to be well constrained in most cells by the406

number of observed events and can be simply re-scaled to the forecast period. However,407

cells without recorded seismicity in the learning period might still have earthquakes in408

the future, but the rate is too low to be estimated. Setting the predicted rate to zero in409

such cells leads to an immediate rejection of the whole model if only one earthquake410

occurs in any of these cells during the testing period (Schorlemmer and Gerstenberger,411

2007). To address this well-known issue, an established strategy is to assign a baseline412

rate to these cells referred to as water-level value (Bird and Kreemer, 2015; Kagan and413

Jackson, 2011; Bird et al., 2010). A constant earthquake density, R0, is assumed in such414

cells leading to earthquake forecast rates proportional to the area of those cells, A. In415

particular, the algorithm to create the model forecast is as follows:416
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1. Choose a value of the water-level density R0.417

2. Calculate the non-normalized forecast rates for cells indexed by i418

R̃i =


Ni if Ni > 0

Ai ×R0 otherwise
(1)

where Ni is the observed number of earthquakes in the ith cell during the learning419

period.420

3. Scale the forecast to N

λi = R̃i ×
∑Ni

∑ R̃i
× Ttest

Tlearning
, (2)

where Tlearning corresponds to the duration of the data used to generate forecasts,421

Ttest is the intended duration of the forecast period and λi is the forecast rate in each cell422

i of the grid. The forecast rates in each cell can further be extended to forecasts across423

magnitude bins using the Gutenberg-Richter relation. However, we focus here only on424

spatial forecasts. Figure 4 shows the sample forecast acquired using the Quadtree grid425

shown in Figure 3(b), N10L11. The same catalog used to generate the grid here is also426

used to determine the forecast rates. The figure shows the forecast rate in each cell427

computed for one year, shown on a logarithmic scale for better visibility.428

Model Testing and comparison429

In previous CSEP experiments, especially in the global forecast experiment, only a few430

hundred earthquakes were available in the test catalogs to evaluate the performance of431

models having forecast rates for millions of spatial cells. We need to explore how many432

earthquakes are required in the test catalog to carry out meaningful testing of earthquake433

forecast models and how this quantity may change if we change the resolution of the grid.434
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Another potential topic is to find an optimal model-specific grid resolution for generating435

forecasts based on the amount of available data (e. g. number of earthquakes or strain-436

data points). Using Quadtree grids as an integral part of CSEP enable modelers and437

testers to explore such scientific questions. As an example, we conduct an experiment438

in the next section using different multi-resolution grids to find the optimal resolution439

for the forecast generation in the case of the sample forecast model introduced above.440

Having too few events in grid cells leads to forecasts with large relative errors degrading441

the forecasts. Similarly, inappropriate forecasts also result from averaging over too large442

cells that cannot resolve strong spatial variations. This problem of finding an appropriate443

grid resolution for generating an earthquake forecast model is similar to the problem444

of overfitting vs. underfitting or bias error vs. variance error, like in all statistical and445

machine-learning-based modeling (Belkin et al., 2019). Decreasing the resolution of446

a grid can oversimplify the model by capturing less spatial information, which causes447

underfitting and introduces a bias error. In contrast, increasing the resolution can increase448

the complexity of the model by capturing random fluctuations, which causes overfitting449

and increases the variance error. Thus finding such a balance in the grid resolution can450

be explored by using the capability to adjust the resolution locally based on data.451

In CSEP experiments using Quadtree grids, we expect different resolutions of the452

grids for every model depending on the data used to generate that model. One way453

to evaluate the competing forecast models defined for different grids is to choose a454

single testing grid to compare all models fairly. Comparing forecast on a single test455

grid requires aggregation or de-aggregation from one grid resolution to another. Figure456

S3 explains the process of forecast aggregation and de-aggregation from a cell of one457

grid (model grid) to another (test grid). Forecast aggregation can be done by summing458

the forecast rates of all the child cells to generate the rate of a parent cell. Similarly,459

the forecast rate of a parent cell is de-aggregated into the child cells by assuming460

uniform earthquake distribution within the parent cell and distributing rates to the child461

cells based on the area of each cell, i. e. the forecast is assigned to each child cell462
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proportionately according to their area by dividing the rate among child cells based on463

the area of each child cell. Certainly, the assumption of uniform density for each cell is464

a simplification because the spatial earthquake activity is known to be inhomogeneous465

on any scale. Because the forecast model has no further resolution-increasing capability,466

a uniform distribution is the simplest assumption reflecting the level of knowledge.467

Any forecast which is correct and thus passes the Poisson consistency tests on a468

high-resolution grid will also pass the same tests after aggregation to a lower resolution.469

The reason is that the sum of Poisson processes, e. g. related to the four sub-cells, is470

again a Poisson process with a rate equal to the sum of the rates of the individual471

processes. Thus, consistency tests can be performed on a lower resolution Quadtree472

grid without introducing any bias. In contrast, comparative tests should consider that473

aggregating forecasts on a lower-resolution grid leads to a loss of the models’ spatial474

information. Thus, any aggregation should be avoided, and the competitive forecast475

tests should be performed at the highest-resolution grid. Otherwise, some models may476

lose their advantage of using high-resolution input datasets to provide a high-resolution477

forecast. One possible way for comparative analysis of forecasts submitted on different478

grids is to de-aggregate all forecasts to the locally highest resolution in all the grids and479

compare the models using the T-test provided by CSEP (Rhoades et al., 2011; Savran480

et al., 2022a).481

In CSEP tests, the forecast evaluations use Poisson joint log-likelihood (POLL)482

value shown in Equation 3483

POLL =
Nbin

∑
i=1

(−λi +ωiln(λi)− ln(ωi!)) (3)

where Nbin refers to the total number of spatio-magnitude bins, ωi is the number of ob-484

served earthquakes and λi is the expected number of earthquakes in the spatio-magnitude485

bins i = 1, . . .Nbin (Schorlemmer et al., 2007; Zechar et al., 2010a; Werner et al., 2011;486
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Bayona et al., 2022). Alternatively, we can avoid the definition of any particular test487

grid by using the log-likelihood defined for point-processes, L (Daley and Vere-Jones,488

2003; Rhoades et al., 2011). This value equals POLL in the limit case of infinitesimal489

small cell sizes. Thus, the result for the point-process log-likelihood function is practi-490

cally the same as POLL for high-resolution grids but avoids the computational costs of491

de-aggregation. The point-process log-likelihood is widely used in evaluating forecasts492

of Epidemic Type Aftershock Sequence (ETAS) models (Zhuang et al., 2011; Bray493

and Schoenberg, 2013). L is defined for Neq observed events that occurred at epicenter494

locations xi with i = 1, . . . ,Neq according to495

L =
Neq

∑
i=1

ln(R(xi))−
∫
A

R(x)dx (4)

where R is the forecasted earthquake rate density. The larger L, the better the model’s496

ability to explain the data. Assuming a uniform earthquake distribution within each cell ,497

the rate density R at an earthquake epicenter is simply defined by R(xi) = λi/Ai, where498

Ai and λi refers to the area and forecasted event rate of the cell in which the earthquake499

happened. Thus, for the model’s forecast, the log-likelihood is calculated by500

L =
Neq

∑
i=1

ln
(

λi

Ai

)
−

Nbin

∑
i=1

λi (5)

It directly uses the point information (epicenters) of the earthquakes and the forecast501

density for that location without (de-)aggregation of the forecasts onto another grid.502

Using this L-value, the comparative tests can also be performed.503

CASE STUDY504

The Quadtree enables us to constrain forecast models to the available information.505
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For demonstration, we firstly analyze the data available for different data-based multi-506

resolution grids, introduced in Section Seismic density-based spatial grid. Secondly,507

we apply the sample forecast discussed in Section Sample forecast model for a given508

Quadtree-based grid and analyze its forecast ability if it is constrained to the alternative509

grids.510

We acquire multiple spatial grids with different resolutions by using different criteria.511

We determine the percentage of cells without any earthquake and the total number of cells512

for each grid. Table 1 lists different grids and provides the total number of spatial cells513

and the percentage of cells without any earthquake. It shows that seismicity is contained514

in only a small fraction of the cells in single-resolution grids. Decreasing the resolution515

of spatial grids reduces the number of cells, but it also fails to capture the spatial516

information about the seismicity distribution. On the contrary, the multi-resolution517

grids capture the distribution of seismicity better by increasing the resolution only in518

seismically dense regions. It leads to a higher percentage of cells with earthquakes519

in the learning period, thereby enabling forecast modelers to provide high-resolution520

forecasts for the areas that are more important in terms of seismic hazard. Figure S4521

shows the histogram of number of earthquakes per cell in different Quadtree grids,522

indicating relatively even distribution of earthquakes across grid cells, as compare to the523

single-resolution grids as observed in Figure 1.524

In most cells of single-resolution grids, no earthquake is observed during the learning525

period. In contrast, the multi-resolution grids contain significantly fewer cells without526

earthquakes than the single-resolution grids, resulting in better-constrained forecasts.527

For illustration, we create a forecast on the single-resolution grid L11 with 4.2 million528

cells and the multi-resolution grid N10L11 with 8089 cells. These forecasts are based529

on events of M ≥ 5.15 using a learning period of 37 years from 1976 to 2013. Both530

grids have a significantly different percentage of cells with no recorded earthquakes.531

We assign a water level to those empty cells (see Section Sample forecast model for a532

given Quadtree-based grid) and compare the resulting forecasts for different choices533
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of the water-level. For each case, we calculate the log-likelihood value based on point-534

processes L (Equation 5) for the target events in the test period between 2014 and 2019,535

containing N = 4869 events with M ≥ 5.15. The larger the values of the forecasted536

event density (λ/A) at the epicenters of the target events, the larger the L value.537

This analysis is repeated for both spatial grids, and the results are plotted in Figure 5.538

The joint log-likelihood values are negative numbers, with maximum values indicating539

the best agreement between forecast and observation. The figure shows that the forecast540

based on the multi-resolution grid with fewer cells and a smaller fraction of cells without541

recorded earthquakes provides higher log-likelihood values than the forecast generated542

on the single-resolution grid with a large fraction of such cells. Distributing water-level543

values to the spatial cells without any earthquake also contributes to the total number544

of earthquakes yielded by the forecast model during the testing period, referred to545

as background seismicity. If the water-level value increases, then the total count of546

background seismicity caused by the water level also increases. Furthermore, the quality547

(L-value) of the forecast based on the multi-resolution grid does not strongly depend on548

the value of the water level, indicated by a broad maximum. These results indicate that549

the multi-resolution grid forecast is superior because it is significantly better constrained550

and less influenced by the unconstrained value of the water level.551

Now we analyze the quality of the forecast of the sample model dependent on the552

grid type, which is used for model generation. In particular, we explore the optimal553

grid resolution to constrain the forecast given the available training catalog. We analyze554

the seven multi-resolution grids mentioned in Table 1. We generate the forecasts for555

each multi-resolution grid by fixing the water level to 10−7/km2/year, which is close556

to the maximum found in Figure 5. Then we conduct a pair-wise test to compare557

the performance of the forecast against the model with the highest resolution, i. e. the558

grid N1L11. We use the T-test to evaluate the relative performance of the different559

grid-based forecasts. It measures the IGPE of one forecast over another, including its560

confidence interval. One forecast is considered more informative than the other if the561
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confidence interval is above 0 (Rhoades et al., 2011; Bayona et al., 2021). We conduct562

the T-test relative to the forecast generated on the grid N1L11 in two ways. One is563

conducted after explicitly de-aggregating the forecasts on the test grid N1L11 and using564

the implementation of Rhoades et al. (2011) provided in pyCSEP (Savran et al., 2022b,a).565

In the other implementation of the T-test, we compute the IGPE by the L values defined566

in Equation 6 without any definition of a test grid.567

IGPE =
La −Lb

Ntotal
(6)

Figure 6 shows the performance of the sample forecast models generated on different568

grids, which are evaluated against the forecast generated on the N1L11-grid. Both569

methods yield the same results, demonstrating that the pairwise comparative tests can570

be calculated without even defining a common testing grid, using the point-process571

log-likelihood, L. The same forecast model created with different definitions of spatial572

grids results in different IGPE-values, suggesting that the choice of grid resolution for573

creating the forecasts affects the performance of the model. The grid N10L11 stands out574

with the highest IGPE-score among all the seven multi-resolution grids explored in this575

experiment. A similar result is obtained if the water level is varied from 10−6 to 10−8
576

per km2. This result indicates that the N10L11-grid optimally uses the available training577

data and leads to the best-constrained forecast. In contrast, grids with higher resolution578

lead to less-constrained forecasts involving larger uncertainties, thus worse forecasts.579

On the other hand, grids with lower resolution cannot resolve the spatial variability of580

the real earthquake distribution. The optimal grid may vary with the model and the581

information content.582

Quadtree grids with fewer cells can yield better-constrained forecasts and additionally583

reduce the burden on computational resources. We carry out a performance evaluation584

to compare the run-time of CSEP tests in the case of the conventional grid of 0.1◦×0.1◦585
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and the multi-resolution grid N10L11. We used the sample forecast model to run the586

tests and measure the time taken for the CL-test for both grids. We used the standard587

implementation of those CSEP tests provided in the pyCSEP (Savran et al., 2022a,b).588

The test was carried out on a computer with i7 (9th generation) processor. The CL-test589

for the conventional grid with 6.48 million cells took 20.6 minutes, while it took only590

2.6 seconds for the multi-resolution grid N10L11 with 8089 cells. The testing time for591

the forecast with grid N10L11 is almost 475 times faster as compared to the forecast592

with the conventional grid. Apparently, 20.6 minutes for the CL-test on the regular grid593

may not seem too much for a time-independent long-term forecast in the case of yearly594

performance evaluation of one model. However, this would matter a lot in the scenario595

of daily or weekly forecasts yielded by numerous time-dependent forecast models.596

Evaluating time-dependent or short-term forecasts on conventional grids would lead to597

an enormous computation time. Furthermore, storing single high-resolution forecasts598

also costs gigabytes of space. In such scenarios, the short-term or time-dependent model599

forecasts would also overrun the storage space. Thus, using multi-resolution grids for600

forecast generation and evaluation will save computational resources.601

We have recently initiated a prospective global forecast experiment using Quadtree602

grids. It is basically the continuation of the same experiment discussed in Bayona603

et al. (2021), but the forecast models have been aggregated on various Quadtree grids.604

The details of the experiment, relevant data, interim results and the codes to run the605

experiment are publicly available on Zenodo and Gitlab (see Section Data and resources).606

Quadtree provides a series of benefits such as a compact representation of forecasts607

by focusing on the regions most important for seismic hazard, a better ability to capture608

the spatial information, and above all, it provides an opportunity to optimize forecasts.609

With the use of the Quadtree approach for earthquake forecasting studies, we foresee610

a number of studies to explore solutions to some other problems: (i) the effect of611

grid resolution on the statistical power of CSEP consistency tests, (ii) global models612

are to be generated directly using the Quadtree grids with an optimal resolution of613
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the grid adapted to the availability of input data, (iii) physics-based models are often614

tested as binary forecasts, using contingency matrix-based evaluation measures, such615

as receiver operating curves (ROC) (DeVries et al., 2018; Sharma et al., 2020) which616

are affected by the unbalanced nature of the datasets, therefore, testing of physics-based617

models for aftershock prediction can benefit from Quadtree multi-resolution grids, (iv)618

the multi-resolution grids for earthquake forecast models will be used to explore the619

necessary information content in a forecast to investigate what level of forecasting620

detail is warranted by the input data. This approach will help understand the limits621

of predictability and provide insights into the limits of precision in forecasting. The622

Quadtree has the potential to become a norm in earthquake forecast studies in the future.623

It can be used for generating time-dependent earthquake forecast models. In such624

scenarios, the data-based resolution of models can dynamically update and optimize625

the forecasts by incorporating the incoming data and changing the grid resolution626

accordingly. With this happening, we can also envision the use of optimizing capabilities627

of computational intelligence to play an important role in helping to automatically628

optimize grid resolutions for incorporating new incoming data for time-dependent629

forecast models without the need of intervention from a modeler.630

CONCLUSION631

Earthquake forecasts modeling and testing is currently performed on a uniform high-632

resolution 0.1◦×0.1◦ grid not well suited for the generally sparse and highly heteroge-633

neous spatial distribution of seismicity. A global and regional seismicity analysis shows634

that the conventional grid leads to a huge number of spatial cells, requiring massive635

computational resources for forecast storing and testing. Furthermore, the grid includes636

a high fraction of cells without any recorded earthquake in the past, thereby leading to637

the need of generating and testing forecasts for millions of spatial cells with only a few638

hundred or thousand earthquakes recorded. Such a disparity can have implications to639

constrain forecast models and can potentially lead to low statistical power of the tests640
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used for the evaluation of forecasts. Thus, we explore alternatives for CSEP experiments641

allowing for easy implementation of multi-resolution grids with fewer cells and compa-642

rability with the existing CSEP tests. Our screening of different possible solutions yields643

the Quadtree as the best choice fulfilling the requirements for designing data-driven644

multi-resolution spatial grids for CSEP experiments.645

The Quadtree is a tree-based structure used in combination with the Mercator646

projection to acquire a spatial grid at different resolutions. We demonstrate the use647

of the Quadtree for improved model development and testing for a sample model648

assuming stationary seismicity. Compared to single-resolution grids, the model is649

better constrained on density-based multi-resolution grids adapted to the seismicity650

density in the training period. As a result, the forecasts are significantly improved,651

and the computational time is reduced. Thus, we provide the Quadtree as a technical652

enhancement for CSEP and propose the use of multi-resolution grids for modeling and653

testing earthquake forecasts. In the future, we intend to use Quadtree grids for CSEP654

experiments. In pyCSEP, we have provided sufficient help (including examples) for the655

modelers to generate a data-based Quadtree grid and use it for modeling forecasts in656

place of using conventional grids. Meanwhile, in the forthcoming studies, we intend657

to explore the statistical power of CSEP consistency tests associated with the choice of658

grid resolution and finding the optimal multi-resolution grid for improving the forecast659

models.660

DATA AND RESOURCES661

We acquired the earthquake catalog for Japan from the Japan Meteorological Agency662

(JMA, http://www.jma.go.jp, last accessed September 2021), the catalog for663

California from the Advanced National Seismic System (ANSS, https://earthquake.664

usgs.gov/data/comcat/, last accessed September 2021) and the global catalog665

from the Centroid Moment Tensor webpage (globalCMT, https://www.globalcmt.666

org/, last accessed December 2021). The Quadtree approach has been integrated667
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as a part of extensive software package developed for CSEP tests known as pyC-668

SEP. The codes, including documentation and examples, are available here: https:669

//github.com/SCECcode/pycsep. The data and documentation for Quadtree670

global forecast experiment can be found here: https://doi.org/10.5281/671

zenodo.6305669. The results and code to run the experiment are available here:672

https://git.gfz-potsdam.de/csep-group/gefe-quadtree. The sup-673

plementary material provided with this article consists of four figures and a table to674

further elaborate the motivation and application of the Quadtree for earthquake forecast-675

ing research.676
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List of Figures847

Figure 1: Quantification of the spatial earthquake distribution, highlight-848

ing that earthquakes occur only in a small fraction of spatial849

cells for a 0.1◦×0.1◦ spatial grid at global and regional scales.850

(a) Earthquakes per cell in California testing region. (b) Fre-851

quency of cells with zero, one, two, or more earthquakes in the852

0.1◦×0.1◦ grid for California (blue) based on the Advanced853

National Seismic System (ANSS) catalog in California with854

25227 earthquakes of M ≥ 2.5 from 2000 to 2015 (Guy et al.,855

2015) and the globe (red) based on the Global CMT catalog856

containing 28465 earthquakes with M ≥ 5.15 from 1976 to857

2013 (Ekström et al., 2012). The inset shows the same result858

in a log-linear scale to increase visibility. Map tiles by Sta-859

men Design under CC BY 3.0. Data by OpenStreetMap and860

contributors under ODbL. Modified from original.861

Figure 2: Quadtree-based recursive division of the globe into tiles at862

various zoom levels. Map tiles by Stamen Design under CC863

BY 3.0. Data by OpenStreetMap and contributors under ODbL.864

Modified from original.865
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Figure 3: Data-driven generation of multi-resolution Quadtree grids based866

on earthquake catalogs. The grid resolution is determined by867

two conditions, the maximum number of earthquakes allowed868

per grid cell, Nmax, and the maximum zoom level, Lmax, al-869

lowed for every cell. Grids of the global testing region: (a)870

Nmax = 100 and Lmax = 11 (N100L11), (b) Nmax = 10 and871

Lmax = 11 (N10L11). Japanese testing region: (c) Nmax=1000872

and Lmax = 14 (N1000L14), (d) Nmax = 400 and Lmax = 14873

(N400L14). In frames (a) and (b), the points refer to M ≥ 5.15874

earthquakes between 1976 and 2013 while in frames (c) and875

(d) the points refer to M ≥ 1.0 events between 2000 and 2007.876

Map tiles by Carto under CC BY 3.0. Data by OpenStreetMap877

and contributors under ODbL. Modified from original.878

Figure 4: Forecast rates of the sample model given in numbers of earth-879

quakes per year for every cell, acquired for the global Quadtree880

grid N10L11 shown in Figure 3(b). Map tiles by Carto under881

CC BY 3.0. Data by OpenStreetMap and contributors under882

ODbL. Modified from original.883
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Figure 5: Quality of the sample forecasts generated on the single-resolution884

grid L11 and the multi-resolution grid N10L11 as a function of885

the water level: the point-process log-likelihood values (Equa-886

tion 5) are shown in red with the scale on the left. The corre-887

sponding percentages of the background seismicity related to888

cells without earthquakes in the training period are shown in889

blue with the scale on the right. The vertical and horizontal dot-890

ted lines indicate the L-maxima and corresponding background891

values, respectively. The observations are more consistent with892

the forecast based on the multi-resolution grid compared to the893

forecast based on the single-resolution grid.894

Figure 6: T-test results for the forecasts of the sample model using dif-895

ferent multi-resolution grids for forecast generation. For each896

forecast, the IGPE-value is calculated relative to the model’s897

forecast using the N1L11-grid. The IGPE values are shown898

by circles and their 95% confidence intervals by error bars.899

The results calculated with the log-likelihood values defined900

for point-processes (Equation 5) are shown in blue, while the901

corresponding results, which are calculated by means of POLL-902

values (Equation 3) after de-aggregating all forecasts to the903

common N1L11 test-grid, are shown in red. The test catalog904

contains all M ≥ 5.15 earthquakes in the Global CMT that905

occurred in the period 2014–2019.906
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Figure 1. Quantification of the spatial earthquake distribution, highlighting that
earthquakes occur only in a small fraction of spatial cells for a 0.1◦×0.1◦ spatial grid at
global and regional scales. (a) Earthquakes per cell in California testing region. (b)
Frequency of cells with zero, one, two, or more earthquakes in the 0.1◦×0.1◦ grid for
California (blue) based on the Advanced National Seismic System (ANSS) catalog in
California with 25227 earthquakes of M ≥ 2.5 from 2000 to 2015 (Guy et al., 2015) and
the globe (red) based on the Global CMT catalog containing 28465 earthquakes with
M ≥ 5.15 from 1976 to 2013 (Ekström et al., 2012). The inset shows the same result in
a log-linear scale to increase visibility. Map tiles by Stamen Design under CC BY 3.0.
Data by OpenStreetMap and contributors under ODbL. Modified from original.
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Figure 2. Quadtree-based recursive division of the globe into tiles at various zoom
levels. Map tiles by Stamen Design under CC BY 3.0. Data by OpenStreetMap and
contributors under ODbL. Modified from original.
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Figure 3. Data-driven generation of multi-resolution Quadtree grids based on
earthquake catalogs. The grid resolution is determined by two conditions, the maximum
number of earthquakes allowed per grid cell, Nmax, and the maximum zoom level, Lmax,
allowed for every cell. Grids of the global testing region: (a) Nmax = 100 and Lmax = 11
(N100L11), (b) Nmax = 10 and Lmax = 11 (N10L11). Japanese testing region: (c)
Nmax=1000 and Lmax = 14 (N1000L14), (d) Nmax = 400 and Lmax = 14 (N400L14). In
frames (a) and (b), the points refer to M ≥ 5.15 earthquakes between 1976 and 2013
while in frames (c) and (d) the points refer to M ≥ 1.0 events between 2000 and 2007.
Map tiles by Carto under CC BY 3.0. Data by OpenStreetMap and contributors under
ODbL. Modified from original.
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Figure 4. Forecast rates of the sample model given in numbers of earthquakes per year
for every cell, acquired for the global Quadtree grid N10L11 shown in Figure 3(b). Map
tiles by Carto under CC BY 3.0. Data by OpenStreetMap and contributors under ODbL.
Modified from original.
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Figure 5. Quality of the sample forecasts generated on the single-resolution grid L11
and the multi-resolution grid N10L11 as a function of the water level: the point-process
log-likelihood values (Equation 5) are shown in red with the scale on the left. The
corresponding percentages of the background seismicity related to cells without
earthquakes in the training period are shown in blue with the scale on the right. The
vertical and horizontal dotted lines indicate the L-maxima and corresponding
background values, respectively. The observations are more consistent with the forecast
based on the multi-resolution grid compared to the forecast based on the
single-resolution grid.
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Figure 6. T-test results for the forecasts of the sample model using different
multi-resolution grids for forecast generation. For each forecast, the IGPE-value is
calculated relative to the model’s forecast using the N1L11-grid. The IGPE values are
shown by circles and their 95% confidence intervals by error bars. The results
calculated with the log-likelihood values defined for point-processes (Equation 5) are
shown in blue, while the corresponding results, which are calculated by means of
POLL-values (Equation 3) after de-aggregating all forecasts to the common N1L11
test-grid, are shown in red. The test catalog contains all M ≥ 5.15 earthquakes in the
Global CMT that occurred in the period 2014–2019.
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Table 1. The total number of grid cells and the percentage of cells without any
earthquake in the case of different single-resolution grids (left) and multi-resolution
grids (right).

Grids Total Cells Cells without EQ (%) Grids Total Cells Cells without EQ (%)
L5 1024 67.5 N100L11 922 12.9
L6 4096 81.7 N75L11 1243 13.19
L7 16384 90.4 N50L11 1780 14.1
L8 65536 94.9 N25L11 3502 15.9
L9 262144 97.5 N10L11 8089 21.9

L10 1048576 98.9 N5L11 14782 30.6
L11 4194304 99.6 N1L11 39811 55.5
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